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MINIFESTO 
 

This platform is concerned with the way that DESIGN influences our BEHAVIOUR and 
conversely the way that our behaviour influences design. Observation and analysis 
will form the starting point where you will begin to ask the question ….”What if?” in 
order to make innovative connections. In this *parallel universe* that we will start to 
work in, (where anything can be possible) ideas and concepts come first and are the 
drivers for your thesis and as such it is unlikely that you will have an existing building 
as a given. Your ideas should be tested and interrogated during the development 
stage to understand how your design interventions (3D sketches) can effect change, 
this is likely to be at real scale initially. A love of making, materials and testing is 
essential for participants, but not in a crafty way. The relationship between 
technology and human observation is key but not in an academic or theoretical way. 
We will work on one brief during the year and your output might be a series rather 
than a singular entity. 
 



  
 
PROJECT: INTIMACY 
 

This year participants are invited to explore the idea of intimacy in our world. During 
the initial phase, we will look at behaviour around intimacy in different ways, family, 
strangers, objects and sex. 
 

 
Sketch explaining how behaviour and technology could affect intimate lighting 

 
THINK! A loud angry argument with a family member is something very intimate and 
from this observation, ask questions like a child and also analyse at a sophisticated 
level and then use this information to think of creative possibilities. 
 
This sequence is: 
 
OBSERVATION    ANALYSIS    OPPORTUNITY 
 
Possible outcomes could be a tool, an environment, a service or a vehicle for 
intimacy. 
 
The project aims and objectives are to: 
 
1) Generate innovative concepts and establish a strong narrative arc for your thesis. 
 
2) Communicate your ideas imaginatively both verbally and visually, exploring 
various media e.g. filmmaking, photography and drawing. 
 
3) Make three dimensional versions and interventions of your ideas at small scale to 
full size exploring a range of materials in new ways. 
 
4) Develop a range of work which might form “chapters” to the larger thesis arc. 
 
5) Produce a work book of research and development to show a unique working 
process. 
 
 
CONTEXT 
 

Whilst there does not need to be a physical context to your project, all ideas exist 



against a backdrop be it physical e.g. a specific location or emotional e.g. political 

landscape. 
 
 
ACTIVITIES 
 

The work of the platform will be organised into distinct areas of activity that will take 
place over three terms. 
 
Autumn - Research + Artefact 
 

During the first 6 weeks we will work on a range of shorter briefs where participants 
will rotate through a series of 4 (ish) projects, on the subject of behaviour and 
intimacy. This will form the basis for your continuing development in the next stages.  
 
Spring - Design + Development 
 

A range of smaller tasks related to your thesis will run alongside your project on a 
weekly / bi-weekly basis. This will allow the platform to discuss ideas collectively 
whilst each pursuing a unique direction. 
 
Summer - Presentation + Delivery 
 

When your ideas are new, communication of your idea will be key in this platform. 
Participants should feel free to significantly develop skills from previously in the year 
in order to best communicate your thesis in whatever means necessary. No set rules. 
 
 
PLATFORM PAIRING 
 

This Platform is paired with Interior Display. 
 
 
 
 
 


